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UNLIKELY ICONS

To tackle the topic of heroism for this
year's Durham Art Prize Art School,
MEDUSA
challenges
you
to
create
an
iconography of an unlikely icon in your
preferred artistic medium.
In this pack, you’ll find questions to
get you thinking critically about how to
engage with your chosen icon, as well as
creative prompts to get you started. At
the back there is a resources section,
full of other places to look to find
inspiration.
We recommend you watch MEDUSA’s prerecorded talk on the SITC website before
engaging with this pack.
Don’t forget to show us what you create!
Use the hashtag #DUArtPrizeArtSchool, tag
us (@medusacreatives) and Durham Art
Collection
(@sitconlinefestival
/
@DurhamSITC)
or
drop
us
an
email:
medusacreatives@gmail.com.
Submit
your
artwork to the competition here.
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UNRAVELLING HEROISM:
UNLIKELY ICONS
Artists
are
distinguished
by
their
capacity to deconstruct, subvert and
reimagine the narratives that dominate
conventional ways of seeing, thinking and
perceiving.
Therefore,
to
creatively
engage with the theme of heroism, we must
ask, how can we dissect and radically
redefine what it means to be heroic? With
its lexical implication of masculinity,
nobility and physical strength, should we
be comfortable with the use of ‘hero’ as
an aspirational term? What if those who
are marginalised and written off as antiheroes actually have the most to teach us
about courage and conviction?
At MEDUSA, our manifesto and artistic
practice
are
centred
on
deriving
inspiration
and
ambition
from
the
unlikely
icon
of
our
namesake.
Historically, the figure of Medusa has
been portrayed as a vengeful object of
revulsion, an embodiment of fear and
demonisation. But what if this is just
one side of the story? What happens when
we recognise that prejudiced patriarchal
retellings have manipulated the myth and
undeservingly vilified this character?
By questioning the neutrality and agenda
of received wisdom, we aim to empower you
to
innovate,
experiment
and
provoke
within your practice. Our challenge to
Art School participants is therefore to
uncover unlikely icons of your own. We
want you to create iconographies in your
preferred media and radically devote
creative space to an unexpected hero in
the process.
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PROMPTS
SEEKING OUT UNLIKELY ICONS
Take a figure who in most contexts is not perceived as heroic or iconic
and deconstruct why this might be.
The figure – real or fictional – need not be taken from “high culture”:
you might find them in a Netflix series, or perhaps they do vital but
undervalued work and aren’t given the credit they deserve.
1) Why are they subversive or unexpected? How do they defy expectations
as to what it means to be ‘heroic’? How could we transform the power
dynamics of their current situation?
2) How do your own lived experiences impact the way you relate to your
hero? How does your relationship to them in turn impact your artistic
practice? Think about your own privilege, material reality and your
relationship
with
societally
enforced
‘norms’
(e.g.
whiteness,
heterosexuality, etc.).
3) Can you connect your unlikely hero to a contemporary moment or
movement? What would happen if Eve engaged with the #MeToo movement? Or
if Pandora joined Extinction Rebellion?
4) What are the dangers of putting your hero on a pedestal? How can you
ensure they retain their humanity?

CHOOSING YOUR MEDIUM:
How could the form of your artwork build upon your exploration of
unlikely icons? Are there any works from art history you could subvert
or reimagine? What would be an unexpected way to artistically herald
your hero?
Don’t feel restricted by the resources that may or may not be available
to you - remember that limitations breed creativity!
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PROMPTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
1) Think about heroic objects - in days gone by, these would likely have
been swords, shields or crowns. What are the objects that facilitate
heroism today? How could you frame such an item to foreground its iconic
status?
2) Have a go at creating a photo diary with your unlikely icon in mind.
3) Photography is going to play a powerful role in submitting any
artwork that is a challenge to display – get lost in the matrix (of
meaning) by creatively photographing a zine, sculpture or installation.
FILM
1) Create a short ‘day in the life’ film for your icon. You may need to
choose stills to submit.
2) Play with time lapse, long exposure and editing and create
conceptual film about the emotions you associate with your hero.

a

3) Create an animated GIF portrait of your icon – why not present it as
a storyboard for submission?

CREATIVE WRITING
1) Letter writing – open up a dialogue with your hero. What would you
say to them if you could? Would it be a love letter, one of personal
grief, or celebration?
2) Channel your inner James Joyce or Katherine Mansfield and write a
stream of consciousness short story. Why not turn our brief on its head
and write from the perspective of your chosen hero?
3) It’s all about perspective. Pat Barker’s The Silence of the Girls
retells the events of The Iliad from the point of view of the women
overshadowed by brutal 'heroes' like Achilles. Are there unlikely icons
to be found by amplifying the voices of characters you’ve encountered
but not heard?
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PROMPTS
COLLAGE
1) We love a bit of satire. Create a collage of everything that is
unheroic about your unlikely icon. For example, create a collage
dedicated to Matt Hancock’s tears on TV, or Boris Johnson battling the
pandemic on the beaches, and you’re on your way.
2) Challenge yourself to only use recycled materials in your household –
think newspapers, plastic bags, food packaging, you name it! Add a
personal spin by adding calligraphy and illustration. Check out the work
of Hannah Höch, Queen of Photomontage, for more inspiration.
3) Take advantage of resources online and create a digital collage on
Canva or Illustrator. Sites like Unsplash & Pixabay are great sources of
royalty-free images.
INTERVIEWS
1) Can you interview your hero and include this in your artwork? This
could take the form of a mockumentary film or a newspaper column whatever takes your fancy.
2) Alternatively, could you set up a dialogue between your unlikely icon
and figures who have a part to play in their story? Why not give a
silenced antagonist a chance to speak their truth?
3) Play around with timelines: what would your unlikely icon have to say
about the state of the world if you transported them to a different era?
PASTICHE/PARODY
1) Take a look at @punk_history on Instagram. Is there a famous artwork,
photograph or story you could reimagine or manipulate so as to examine
its portrayal of heroism?
2) Could you imitate a particular genre so as to challenge its
expectations of what it means to be iconic? Have a read of Ruth
Millington’s piece on Heroism in Art History for some food for thought.
3) Why not create a provocative juxtaposition of content and style? You
could try painting a figure who might be deemed the polar opposite of
royalty in the style of a king, or embroider something disruptive.
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PROMPTS
INSTALLATION / CONTEMPORARY ART
Your submission need not be an illustration or watercolour. Last year
Eden submitted her broken bathroom mirror to the prize, entitled ‘Seen’.
The piece was all about reflecting back the lack of diversity at the
University.
1) Working with prompt 1 for ‘Photography’, go super avant-garde and
submit a heroic object associated with your icon. Because your
submission may not be traditionally labelled as ‘art’, it’s vital you
use the accompanying statement to explain your reasoning and theory
behind your choice.
2) If you’re feeling techy, could you create something interactive using
a QR code to devote a virtual space to your unlikely icon?
3) Just as celebrating unexpected heroes is about turning received ideas
on their head - for instance, portraying victims as survivors, regarding
villains as complex beings in need of compassion - could you sculpt or
construct something new from something perceived as old and useless?
Could you find a different, surprising purpose for a commonplace
material?

Tracey Emin
My Bed, 1998
Mixed Media
On long-term loan to Tate Modern

Eden Szymura
Seen, 2020
Mixed Media
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RESOURCES
ARTICLES:
Below you’ll find some suggested reading - ranging from the highbrow
academia of Cixous to fun, pop-culture op-eds on Netflix and Bake Off to help you unravel the complexities of heroism. How do societal
expectations impact our individual notions of heroes? What are the
dangers of the label of ‘hero’?

Chayka, Kyle, ‘“Emily in Paris” and the Rise of Ambient TV’, The New
Yorker (16 November 2020)
Cixous, Hélène, ‘The Laugh of the Medusa’, Signs, trans. by Keith and
Paula Cohen, 1 (1976), 875–893
Djavahery-Farsi, Darya, ‘Womxn as Agents of Desire: Phaedra’s Myth and
the Corpus of Shame’, MEDUSA (7 November 2020)
Hughes, Roland, ‘The Spiderman of Paris: What happened next?’, BBC News
(24 December 2018)
Johnson, Sarah, ‘NHS staff forbidden from publicly speaking out about
coronavirus’, The Guardian (9 April 2020)
Millington, Ruth ‘Art History’s Heroes: from
workers’, ruthmillington.co.uk (4 June 2020)

Hercules

to

hospital

Lithwick, Dahlia, ‘America’s Heroism Trap’, Slate (20 April 2020)
Oliver, David, ‘Silencing NHS staff who speak out is sheer stupidity’,
BMJ, 369 (April 2020)
Tandoh, Ruby, ‘Work Sucks, I know: Ruby Tandoh on the art of Quitting’,
WePresent
Tandoh, Ruby, ‘“Great British Bake
Change’, Medium (10 February 2020)

Off”

Is

a

Strange

Vehicle

for

Tandoh, Ruby, ‘You don’t have to earn to earn your food’, Medium (21
April 2020)
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RESOURCES
ARTISTS:
Art encourages us to question what we’re told, seek out alternative
perspectives and continually make time to pause and reflect. Undoubtedly,
many artists use their creativity to celebrate unlikely icons and offer
reimaginings of formerly one-sided stories. Here’s our list of artists
whose daring practises and projects are sure to inspire.
Darren Cullen
Tracey Emin
Artemisia Gentileschi
Guerilla Girls
Bex Harvey (Women of Castle)
Hannah Höch
Lady Kitt
Emma Low (Pot Yer Tits Away Luv)
Sarah Maple
Bob and Roberta Smith
BOOKS:
The stories we share become crucial, cultural building blocks, shaping
the way we see the world. But who is afforded the powerful position of
narrator? Is anyone missing from the story?
Barker, Pat, The Silence of the Girls (London: Penguin, 2018)
Carter, Angela, The Bloody Chamber (London: Vintage, 1995) [originally
published in 1969]
Chandler, David and Julian Read, The Neoliberal Subject: Resilience,
Adaptation and Vulnerability (London; New York: Rowman and Littlefield
International, 2016)
Haraway, Donna, ‘A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology and
Socialist Feminism in the 1980s’, Australian Feminist Studies, 2 (1987),
1–42
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RESOURCES
BOOKS CONTINUED:
Haynes, Natalie, Pandora’s Jar (London: Pan Macmillan, 2020)
Miller, Madeline, Circe (London: Bloomsbury, 2018)
Olufemi, Lola, Feminism, Interrupted (London: Pluto Press, 2020)
Roche, Juno, Gender Explorers (London: Jessica Kinsley, 2020)
Rhys, Jean, Wide Sargasso Sea (London: Penguin, 2000) [originally
published in 1966]
Toksvig, Sandi, Toksvig’s Almanac 2021: An Eclectic Meander through the
Historical Year (London: Orion, 2020)
FILM/TV/YOUTUBE:
BBC: ‘Inside Museums - Artemisia Gentileschi’
A behind-the-scenes tour of the National Gallery’s critically acclaimed
exhibition on Artemisia Gentileschi, an artist known for her gory, direct
and shocking depictions of female heroism.
Youtube, Pan Macmillan: ‘Natalie Haynes - Pandora’s Jar’
In this series, author of Pandora's Jar, Natalie Haynes, examines the
complexities of the Women in the Greek myths. Haynes argues that modern
re-tellers of myths have been all too quick to categorise figures like
Medusa, Clytemnestra, Jocasta and the Amazons as purely monstrous, when
in fact, they are necessarily much more nuanced than certain writers
would have us believe.
PODCASTS:
The Guilty Feminist - An incredibly successful podcast exploring the
essential principles of 21st Century feminism alongside our inevitable
insecurities and hypocrisies.
The Great Women Artists - The Guerrilla Girls - An interview with
trailblazing icons, Guerrilla Girls, the infamous, feminist, activist art
collective who urge us to question just how art institutions got away
with celebrating the history of patriarchy, rather than the history of
art, for quite so long.
BBC Radio 4’s In Our Time: Philosophy – Heroism A group of expert
philosophers and historians discuss what defined heroes and their place
in classical antiquity. Could anyone other than a male warrior have been
considered heroic?
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RESOURCES
SOCIAL MEDIA/WEBSITES:
MEDUSA (@medusacreatives/medusacreatives.com) It’s us! Our ultimate
unlikely icon, Medusa, embodies multiple narratives: she is vengeful, a
survivor, a monster, a muse. Most importantly, she meets, and subverts,
the male gaze. Our platform seeks to champion plurality by creating an
empowering space for people to explore their creative practice and also
raise awareness of wider social issues and causes.
Punk History (@punk_history) is an account devoted to satirising and
modernising art historical masterpieces.
The White Pube is the collaborative identity of Gabrielle de la Puente
and Zarina Muhammad under which they write about art, video games and
food.
The Great Women Artists - a social media platform, website and podcast
celebrating women artists. Created by curator and art historian Katy
Hessel.
MIMAZINA is a digital community journal made by Middlesbrough Institute
of Modern Art that shares ideas, stories and voices from the Tees Valley
at a time of change. It includes the project ‘Doorstep Portraits’ - a
series of images offering a glimpse into the lives of local residents
and the North Star Group community, revealing what or who helped them
cope in lockdown.

That's it from us! We hope the talk and pack have sparked your curiosity
and encouraged you to explore heroism from fresh perspectives. Good luck
entering the Art Prize and we can't wait to see what you come up with!
Eden and Emily
MEDUSA
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ABOUT
MEDUSA is a creative partnership between Emily Walters and Eden
Szymura that seeks to critically examine the arts through a feminist
lens.
We take inspiration from the work of Hélene Cixous, Donna Haraway,
and Judith Butler. On our digital platform, medusacreatives.com, we
share our own written and visual practice, in addition to curating
and editing the work of MEDUSA's growing community. We endeavour to
find new ways of engaging with the culture we consume, and root our
work in critical theory and activism to create spaces to imagine,
and manifest, a more equitable future.
We are both Durham graduates and have been involved extensively in
arts development at the University. Together and individually, we
have worked with ICAN, Josephine Butler College Arts Development
Group, and Artists in Residence. We have been involved with projects
at Allenheads Contemporary Arts, mima, Outstanding Art, and Summer
in the City.

e mail: medusacreatives@gmail.com | socials: @medusacreatives
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